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25/4/2018 - Poplar Class Spelling Words SPRING/SUMMER TERM 2018  

As of 30/04/2018, Poplar Class will be using the words found below for their dictation 

sentences.  

Now that we have reached the end of our spelling words, we will be focusing on 

dictation sentences (listening to a sentence, remembering it and trying to write it down 

word for word). The dictation sentences will include a couple of words which we have 

used for our spellings – we will focus on these words and try to spell them correctly. 

E.G. 
Spelling words= possible, group, library 
Dictation sentence= It is possible that a group will go to the library today. 
When tested, children will receive one mark for the correct spelling (key spelling words 
only) and one mark for the correct sentence. 

Remember! It is also important to: 

-Read the spelling words with your child 

-Discuss the meaning of the word 

-Discuss spelling patterns 

-Ask your child to put the word into sentences both verbally and in the written form 

 

Please note: Your child will not have been tested on all of these spellings. We have 
two sets which are sent home. The majority of children will have been tested on 
the spellings in blue. 
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25/4/2018 - Poplar Class Spelling Words SPRING/SUMMER TERM 2018 

 

superman antiseptic prepare inactive extending pretender dangerous 

supermarket antibiotic preheat invisible rejecting rejected poisonous 

superstar antisocial previous incorrect erupting finished murderous 

subtract nonsense deflate impractical admitting admitted courageous 

submerge nonstick decrease imperfect upsetting permitted outrageous 

submarine nonfiction defrost impossible forgetting beginner gorgeous 

interact automatic defuse important beginning gardener advantageous 

interfere autograph replace immature gardening frightened glamorous 

intercity autopilot refresh immortal frightening limited vigorous 

interrupt automobile recycle immobile beckoning beckoned humorous 
mysterious invention invasion chaos chalet 

glorious direction explosion chorus machine 

furious injection division character parachute 

hilarious relation aversion ache vague 

serious inspiration tension echo league 

obvious rotation supervision stomach dialogue 

curious magician admission architect catalogue 

hideous electrician expression chemist cheque 

spontaneous optician confession mechanic antique 

simultaneous beautician discussion monarch unique 
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enjoying blinking washed sender action addition neatly 

talking ducking blinked thinker edition condition blindly 

walking dusting thumped washer option position loudly 

boxing putting stepped rubber creation direction bravely 

flexing running skipped shopper education fraction politely 

mixing stepping hopped stepper vacation subtraction rudely 

closing boiling claimed boiler vibration attention carefully 

hoping claiming feared bowler devotion intention finally 
loving croaking boiled dreamer emotion invention helpfully 

smiling feeling flowed waiter lotion mention usually 

gently unable indirect hymn touch 

humbly unlucky informal myth young 

simply unpick injustice lyric double 

happily disagree illegal symbol shout 

luckily displease illegible mystery hour 

merrily dislike illogical pyramid noun 

noisily distrust irrational typical cloud 

logically mislead irrelevant style you 

magically misplace irreversible type soup 

musically mistrust irregular rhyme group 
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